State of the art methods for semantic image segmentation are trained in a supervised fashion using a large corpus of fully labeled training images. However, gathering such a corpus is expensive, due to human annotation effort, in contrast to gathering unlabeled data. We propose an active learning-based strategy, called CEREALS, in which a human only has to hand-label a few, automatically selected, regions within an unlabeled image corpus. This minimizes human annotation effort while maximizing the performance of a semantic image segmentation method. The automatic selection procedure is achieved by: a) using a suitable information measure combined with an estimate about human annotation effort, which is inferred from a learned cost model, and b) exploiting the spatial coherency of an image. The performance of CEREALS is demonstrated on Cityscapes, where we are able to reduce the annotation effort to 17%, while keeping 95% of the mean Intersection over Union (mIoU) of a model that was trained with the fully annotated training set of Cityscapes.
Introduction
Deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have become the de-facto standard method for solving a large variety of heterogeneous image understanding problems. In the domain of visual scene understanding, semantic segmentation plays an important role due to enabling machines a pixel-wise semantic understanding of their environment. It is therefore a key enabler for applications like autonomous driving or robotic vision. However, one shortcoming of current CNN training algorithms is that they require a large amount of diverse and labeled training data to achieve satisfying results. Furthermore, their performance seems to scale linearly with an exponential increase of training data [48] . Figure 1: Qualitative segmentation results using CEREALS for data annotation. Our approach reduces labeling effort significantly. We achieve 95% of the performance with only 17% of the labeling effort measured by the number of clicks as compared to annotating the full training set of Cityscapes [5] .
While acquiring large amounts of unlabeled data is usually easy, the effort required to manually annotate this data is a costly process due to the requirement of human annotators [5, 24] . Hence, the major bottleneck for rapidly applying CNN models into new domains is the acquisition of large-scale labeled training sets. Active Learning (AL) [4] is an established approach to mitigate the problems associated with data labeling. In essence AL aims to query the data only for annotation, which is more likely to lead to more accurate models when used for training than other data [12, 49, 50] . Consequently, this mitigates the time and monetary cost associated with the labeling effort.
Currently only few AL approaches [12, 40, 41, 53, 56 ] evaluated on CNNs exist. Furthermore, most of the proposed AL methods in computer vision problems are focusing on image-level classification tasks [12, 25, 40, 41, 52, 53] . In contrast, very few works apply AL on CNNs with spatial and dense output spaces [14, 56] .
Regarding semantic segmentation the relationship between annotation time, amount of label noise and a resulting deep model's performance with respect to its capacity has not been investigated to the best of our knowledge. Therefore, we focus our work on how to cost-effectively create reliable training data for learning high performing CNNs for semantic segmentation by utilizing AL. We decided to use AL since, as far as we are aware of, it is the only paradigm optimized for cost-effectively generating reliable dense semantic segmentation annotations of real-world imagery data without the need of other input modalities.
In this work, we propose a novel cost-effective active learning framework tailored to multi-class semantic segmentation (CEREALS). In particular, we aim to iteratively find the minimal set of highly informative data while minimizing the annotation effort, in order to achieve a desired high quality performance with minimal costs. We approximate costs by the amount of user interactions measured by the number of clicks performed during the annotation process. The proposed framework reduces the labeling effort by (i) utilizing spatial estimates about annotation costs inferred from a learned cost prediction CNN and (ii) by focusing on image regions promising high information content and low annotation costs in a global context. We demonstrate the performance of CEREALS on Cityscapes [5] , a very complex dataset consisting of high definition natural urban scene images. A qualitative result of our approach is depicted in Fig.1 .
Related Work
Densely annotating images with pixel-accurate multi-class semantic segmentation masks requires considerably more time than annotating images with univariate multi-class annota-tions [54] . To lessen the burden of manual annotation, an array of six different strategies has been explored in the literature.
1) Pre-training is a standard practice whenever the amount of available ground truth data is relatively scarce. Initially training a deep CNN on less complex but large-scale databases such as Imagenet [7] results in better discrimination ability of the final model [13, 17, 34, 48] .
2) Weakly-supervised learning has shown promising results towards solving semantic segmentation tasks [15, 20, 22, 29, 33, 35, 38, 39, 46, 57] . For instance, annotating a dataset just based on the annotator's binary decision if a class is present in an image or not, or annotating bounding boxes is faster than producing dense segmentation masks. However, given a sufficient amount of data, models trained in a supervised way outperform any weaklysupervised method.
3) Semi-supervised learning methods have been shown to increase a model's performance using a mixture of fine-grained labels plus additional unlabeled data to achieve better results than labeled data alone [18, 35, 47] .
4) Synthetic data generation methods produce synthetic images together with highly accurate dense annotations [1, 36, 44] , but the shortcoming lies in the effort required to generate diverse and realistic sceneries [1] , which is a crucial aspect for achieving satisfactory results in real-world scenarios [31, 58] .
5) Interactive segmentation is the process of extracting objects of interest by utilizing sparse user input. It directly improves the annotation tools for assisting human annotators by increasing their efficiency [8, 9, 28] . Though it has been recently shown that by utilizing CNNs the segmentation quality can be drastically improved compared to the previous state of the art [55] , these methods are still suffering from imprecision [2] . Castrejon et al. show how this problem could be treated by allowing the annotator to refine estimated polygons for cost-effectively generating reliable instance annotations [2] , however the work doesn't show quantitative results on dense semantic segmentation. Xie et al. [54] and Liang-Chieh et al. [3] presented methods for effectively generating multitude of ground truth instance segmentations. Both methods are dependent on the utilization of lidar sensors.
6) Active learning is described in the survey from Settles [42] . It offers a high-level overview over the commonly used methods. Pool-based active learning [26] exploits the inequality of amount of information in an existing unlabeled pool and aims to find the most valuable sample to be labeled by an oracle able to reveal the ground truth semantics of interest given some data. AL on Semantic Segmentation has been investigated in [19, 23, 30, 51] . Both methods [23, 51] rely on a previously processed oversegmentation of an unlabeled image for retrieving its superpixels. Informative regions however are not restricted to the extent of superpixels. Annotating them furthermore does not guarantee a reliable labeling because oversegmentation algorithms often fail to separate semantic regions when the transition from one class to the next is smooth in the underlying input space. The method proposed by Mosinska-Domanska et al. [30] operates only on curvilinear structures and [19] is investigating the propagation of segmentations from informative data to unlabeled data. AL for CNNs on Semantic Segmentation running on top of unstructured state-of-the-art models, namely fully convolutional neural networks [27] , has so far to the best of our knowledge only been investigated in [14, 56] . Both approaches focus on foreground/background segmentation and assume an equal annotation effort for all images, which we later show to be a simplified assumption. Cost-Effective AL for CNNs has been recently proposed in [53] for image classification tasks, where highest confidence pseudo-annotated unlabeled samples are added to the training set with no human cost at all. The same idea has been adopted in [14] for medical image segmentation. This method assumes that highly confident predic-tions are labeled correctly; Hence, selected samples could introduce hard label noise during training. Although this technique shows an improvement regarding general performance, it may lead to unwanted side-effects on corner-cases due to strengthening wrong, but certain predictions. Wherever in this work the authors propose to score the entire images, we are 1.) scoring all possible fixed-size regions across all images in an unlabeled pool and 2.) querying the ones for annotation expected to have the highest positive impact on the model's performance. Most related to our approach regarding cost-effectiveness in active learning are the methods described in [25, 43, 52] . All these works employ a cost prediction model trained on data where target labels are available from the beginning or after previously executed acquisition steps. We adapt this idea to the domain of semantic segmentation by estimating spatial information about costs in order to find highly informative, but cheap regions in an unlabeled pool of images to be annotated, where the quality of annotation depends only on the quality of the executing annotators and their given labeling instructions. Despite the fact that AL could be incorporated alongside all the previously mentioned approaches, in this work we are considering a CNN, specifically a fully convolutional neural network, trained in a strongly supervised manner and a simple polygon-based annotation tool, similar to ones used for constructing training datasets of state-of-the-art benchmarks [5, 32, 59] . Though not being optimized for efficiency, it allows the production of fine-grained annotations [37] for training high quality CNNs on multi-class semantic segmentation tasks.
Method
In classical pool-based AL typically only a single sample out of an unlabeled pool is queried to be labeled by an oracle in each step of the iterative algorithm. Since deep CNN training algorithms need a long time to converge on currently available hardware, such a setup is however practically infeasible. Therefore, we consider a pool-based AL scenario running in batch-mode. In such a setting a large unlabeled pool of data exists from which a small, randomly sampled subset, called the seed set, is initially extracted and labeled by an oracle. Using this seed set the algorithm works as follows: First, a model is trained on the currently labeled pool. Secondly, some measure of information on each individual unlabeled sample is being computed. Thirdly, an acquisition function is applied. A subset of a pre-specified amount of elements maximizing the acquisition function is annotated by an oracle. It is then added to the labeled pool. The process is repeated until either a desired performance or labeling budget is reached. Furthermore, the stopping criterion is satisfied whenever the unlabeled pool becomes exhausted which is indicated by no further improvements after several acquisition steps.
The main attention in pool-based AL research has been given to information measures being computed on the posterior probability distribution of a classifier given some input data. An acquisition function for batch-mode AL scenarios is often extended with density weighting approaches aiming to select samples maximizing not only information content but also diversity. Since the problem of semantic segmentation does not only allow the exploration of novel information measures and/or diversity maximization methods, our approach focuses on the acquisition process itself. In a typical AL scenario for image classification problems, a subset of promising images from an unlabeled pool is sampled. Such an acquisition function has been adopted for semantic segmentation in [14] for retrieving images, but based on their accumulated per-pixel information content projecting all the information extracted from an image onto a single value. We are proposing to design acquisition to explicitly focus Figure 2 : Diagram of the proposed framework for cost effective region-based active learning for semantic segmentation. We fuse spatial information about information content and cost estimates in order to query the most promising regions for annotation maximizing an information/cost trade-off. Our approach consequently aims to boost the performance of a CNN as cheaply as possible.
on image regions inside of the entire unlabeled pool of images and further to not only consider information during region selection but also annotation costs. The proposed method is depicted in Fig.2 and works as follows:
1) Training For constructing the seed set we uniformly sample n images to be fully labeled by an oracle. We then learn two deep convolutional neural networks. One being the semantic segmentation model based on the FCN8s architecture [27] , whose training is initialized using imagenet-pretrained weights. For faster training we apply the width multiplier introduced in [16] with its value set to 0.25. Furthermore, we discarded the 8× upsampling and instead scale down the spatial annotations during training, since we observe it to have only marginal impact on the model's final performance. For validation however, we add a 8× bilinear upsampling layer. The other model, which is trained directly after the semantic segmentation model, is a cost model based on [21] . It utilizes the semantic segmentation networks learned knowledge as prior information to estimate the clicks an annotator would have needed to execute for densely annotating an image. All further implementation details are reported in A.1.
2a) Information Extraction
In this work we raise awareness towards costs. We therefore compare two classical heterogeneous information measures only. We are computing both information measures for each pixel location individually given the a-posteriori probability distributions retrieved from the activations produced by the employed semantic segmentation CNN's softmax layer. In the following formulas P (u,v) =P (u,v) ( f θ (x)) is the probability class distribution at a specific pixel position (u, v) retrieved from a model f parameterized by θ given some image x. A specific class out of a set of considered classes is denoted by c. The resulting information map (Fig.3(b) ) contains the information content for each pixel of an image at a current acquisition step.
Entropy [45] is the most widely used information measure seen in active learning literature. Here, the data with the highest positive impact on the model's performance is estimated to be the one where it's posterior probability distribution produces the highest entropy. Entropy is, inter alia, used as a measure of uncertainty, since its value is maximized when the model assigns each considered class the same probability and very small if the model is sure about its decision. We compute entropy for retrieving per-pixel information as follows.
The Vote Entropy [6] information measure entails first constructing a committee E of N E different classifiers that ideally are all consistent with the labeled pool. Each committee member e places a vote on vector P (u,v) e . Then a disagreement factor among the members is calculated. We utilize vote entropy which we adapt for the semantic segmentation case as follows.
Instead of training N E different classifiers on the same training data, we leverage the stochasticity provided by the dropout layers of our employed semantic segmentation model and construct a Monte-Carlo dropout ensemble as in [11] . The most informative data points are the ones having the highest disagreement factor among the committee members. The aim of such Query by Committee [10] approaches is to sample data expected to reduce the version space of given committee members. 2b) Cost Extraction Our work is based on the assumption that some samples in an unlabeled pool are more costly to label by a human oracle than others and further that this also applies to regions within images. To the best of our knowledge no published dataset addressing semantic segmentation provides information on annotation costs. As in [9, 55] , we are approximating costs by the number of clicks necessary to annotate an image. Cityscapes is the only dataset providing information about where and how often a user has clicked to label an image. Obviously, this information is unknown for unlabeled data. For this reason we train the cost model on all the click data which was produced by human annotators at previous acquisition steps. During actual cost extraction we perform a forward pass for each individual image within the current unlabeled pool through the cost model for retrieving an estimate about clicks. We denote the result given an image as cost map (Fig.3(c) ).
2c) Region Aggregation and Fusion
We argue that not all regions in an image boost a CNN's performance equally. Thus, some regions may have not only different labeling costs but also may provide supervisory signals of different impact on the model's performance than other regions. Theoretically, some regions could be very costly to label while having only little positive impact on the models performance and vice-versa. Based on this assumption, we leverage the varying information content and cost of regions within an unlabeled pool of images in order to query the highest density samples to be passed to a human oracle for labeling. We aim to maximize a trade-off, such that for the minimal cost we achieve maximal performance. Various definitions of regions exist. In this work, we only consider regions of quadratic shape and investigate the impact on the employed model's performance regarding their varying sizes.
We utilize a sliding-window approach for selecting the most informative regions from within the acquired information maps computed for each individual image of the unlabeled pool. For a pre-specified window size we proceed as follows: At each sliding-window location (u, v), we accumulate all the values of our information map encompassing the dimensions of the window and store this density in a matrix denoted as region information map having the same spatial dimensionality as the considered image. We proceed similarly to generate region cost maps given the estimated cost maps.
We linearly scale region information maps and region cost maps w.r.t. the whole dataset, such that all values are in [0, 1]. We then fuse corresponding region maps using one of the following fusion functions. The three simple fusion functions we have evaluated are denoted in (3), (4), and (5) with the region information map I and the region cost map C. The parameter α in (5) allows to set a trade-off for linearly interpolating between both region maps. An example of a resulting fused region map is depicted in Fig.3(d) .
After fusing the region information and the region cost map pairs for all images in the current unlabeled pool, we perform non-maximum-suppression to retrieve fixed-size region candidates for each individual image. Regarding non-maximum-suppression we always favor higher scoring regions regarding its computed information/cost trade-off while not allowing any overlap until maximum coverage. We store the region candidates (Fig.3(e) ) for each individual image of the unlabeled pool within a region proposal pool. Note that the region candidates are not allowed to overlap in between a round, since in an asynchronous annotation mode we do not want to assign the same pixels to be labeled to different annotators.
3) Acquisition From the region proposal pool we extract as many top scoring regions as would correspond to extracting m images out of a pool of equally sized images regarding their amount of pixels for a fair comparison to the image-based acquisition of labels (Fig.3(f) ). Instead of employing a real annotator for evaluating our method we utilize a robot user as our oracle. Whenever annotations are being requested, the robot user uses the ground truth annotation of the considered training set. We then update the labeled and unlabeled pool and learn our semantic segmentation model and cost model from scratch. 
Results
All processed experiments presented in this work are repeated five times and we report the average mean Intersection over Union (mIoU) calculated on the validation dataset of Cityscapes after training convergences. We claim convergence whenever a model's mIoU on the validation dataset does not increase within ten epochs. The seed set is initialized to n = 50 fully annotated images randomly selected from the unlabeled pool. Our experiments are structured as follows: First, we explore the impact of varying region sizes on the models performance w.r.t. the number of queried pixels. Secondly, we show how the results relate w.r.t the labeling costs approximated by the number of clicks. Thirdly, we provide evidence that knowledge about costs can be utilized to further reduce labeling efforts.
Finally, we demonstrate that knowledge about costs can be inferred from a learned CNN, regressing spatial information about costs.
In our first experiment, we are querying the m = 50 top scoring images maximizing the considered information measures only, exactly as suggested in [14] . We do not perform any special treatment of semantic boundaries.
In Fig.4(a) we plot the obtained results regarding the percentage of labeled pixels relative to all labels present in the training dataset of Cityscapes against the achieved mIoU of the trained CNN. All considered acquisition functions show better results than random sampling. After 21 acquisition steps corresponding to 35.29% of queried labels by using entropy sampling, we achieve an mIoU of 0.575 which corresponds to 95% of the performance as compared to the obtained result of 0.605, when training on the full training set of Cityscapes. We will refer to the former performance measure as p95 and to the latter as p100.
In our second experiment, we are evaluating the region-based acquisition of labels and sample 512 × 512-sized most promising regions out of the entire unlabeled pool. Despite the very large region size we observe a significant improvement for all evaluated information 
Entropy (128x128) Eq.5 ( =0.9) Entropy (128x128) Eq.5 ( =0.75) Entropy (128x128) Eq.5 ( =0.5) (a) (b) Figure 5 : In this plot we show the results achieved by our region-based acquisition function when optimizing towards both; minimal costs and high information using entropy sampling. a) Selecting regions by using the ground truth clicks, in order to show how our method would perform if the utilized cost prediction network would always perform perfectly b) Selection of regions by entropy and minimization of estimated costs.
measures just caused by the spatial exploitation of the unlabeled set. We are achieving p95 = 16.74% by using entropy sampling. The region-based random sampling approach also shows better results compared to sampling whole images randomly, which we argue must be due to the increase in data variability introduced by sampling regions instead of entire images. We then proceed to investigate smaller region sizes, concretely 256 × 256 and 128 × 128 and observe the performance to increase. We argue, that this is because smaller region sizes allow querying higher density regions.
An even more interesting result is found when one compares mIoU vs. the effort measured by the number of clicks relative to the total number of clicks which were executed to annotate the whole training dataset of Cityscapes. Similarly to p95, c95 will denote the performance index for achieving 95% of the performance related to the amount of clicks relative to c100 standing for the performance which was achieved with all polygon base points of the training set. Note that p100 = c100 when training on whole images. During evaluation we also count every additional click that might occur on the region borders for a fair comparison, such that theoretically the value of c100 could get bigger than p100 when sampling regions. The results indicate that highly informative data is also costly to label (Fig.4(b) ). For sampling whole images based on the entropy information measure, where p95 = 35.29% we see that this corresponds to c95 = 39.2%. Furthermore the gain in using a sophisticated information measure compared to random sampling regarding the effort is much smaller when sampling regions than initially indicated when comparing against the amount of pixels. This can be clearly seen by comparing Fig.4(a) with Fig.4(b) . For example, for 128 × 128 regions maximizing the acquisition function based on the entropy information measure we achieved p95 = 10.01% compared to c95 = 33.76%. The queried 10.01% of labels thus require an annotation effort of 33.76%. We report all results in A.2. In terms of the best performing 128 × 128 setting the results show worse numbers for highly informative region sampling using the entropy information measure compared to the random selection of non-overlapping regions. We also observe entropy sampling to prefer more costly regions than vote entropy sampling, which is slightly better then random.
In order to further reduce labeling effort while looking for highly informative regions we now leave the region size fixed to the best performing setting regarding our previous experiments (128×128). Equations (3), (4) and (5) are evaluated with different α ∈ {0.5, 0.75, 0.9} in order to empirically determine a good information/cost trade-off. We first establish an upper bound for the utilized information measures fused with optimal cost estimates by using the actual ground truth data about clicks. We observe that entropy sampling fused with the information about true costs to achieve better results than the more powerful vote entropy information measure alone (Fig.5(a) ). We can see our method to achieve c95 = 14.68% using fast to compute entropy sampling assuming that the cost prediction network would always decide correctly.
We now utilize the cost model which is trained on the oracle feedback acquired at previous acquisition steps. With our multiplicative fusion approach we reach a performance of c95 = 17.07% (Fig.5(b) ).
Conclusion
We have proposed a novel method for cost effective active learning for semantic segmentation tailored to fully convolutional neural networks. We have demonstrated our framework's performance on Cityscapes, a highly diverse high definition dataset consisting of images of urban scenes captured in the wild. We show that combining information content and cost estimates is a powerful approach for cost-effectively building new training datasets from scratch. With only 17% of the effort measured by the amount of clicks which were executed for annotating the Cityscapes training set, we are able to achieve 95% of the full training set's performance.
We leave the question on how the performance of CEREALS scales to other network architectures with varying representational power for further research, due to the high computational demands of such an evaluation. Furthermore, we want to encourage the community to provide ground truth information about human annotation costs of upcoming and, if available, already existing manually labeled computer vision datasets. This will help further research in cost-effectively learning high performance models in data-hungry deep learning era.
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A Supplementary Material
CEREALS -Cost-Effective REgion-based Active Learning for Semantic Segmentation
A.1 Implementation Details
Instead of cropping the annotated regions out of the images, while taking into account their receptive field in input space, we instead mask out all currently unlabeled data in output space, making sure that no loss is computed on unlabeled data when learning the semantic segmentation model nor when learning the cost model. We then perform an image-based training, from unprocessed input images to spatial label maps. However, our practical implementation of CEREALS, which will be made publicly available is supporting both options.
For training the utilized models we use Adam as our optimizer with learning rate, alpha and beta set to 0.0001, 0.99 and 0.999 respectively. Furthermore, we claim convergence whenever a model hasn't improved regarding the application loss for at least 10 epochs. We train with the mini-batch size set to 1, such that a gradient step is always being applied w.r.t. one full resolution image of Cityscapes.
Semantic Segmentation Model
We do not train the employed model in stages, but directly optimize for FCN8s. Regarding the training performed on the full training set of Cityscapes, we report a mean intersection over union (mIoU) of 0.605 which is, as all other results, computed on the full validation dataset of Cityscapes. Note, that the original model achieves a mIoU of 0.65 and that we are able to reproduce this result when the width multiplier is set to 1.0, despite all other changes. Though we utilized this particular model, CEREALS can use any model producing semantic segmentation masks as long as it provides probability distributions regarding it's posterior outcome. The cost model however, would need to be adapted or made independent of the semantic segmentation model in such a case.
Cost Model The only change we made to the original model's architecture is to replace it's softmax activation with a linear activation layer. We trained the model towards minimizing the mean squared error of predicted and ground truth clicks. Since we observed some pixels to have unrealistically many clicks in the ground truth data, we clipped the values to be in [0, 10] range allowing a maximum of 10 ground truth clicks per pixel. As the semantic segmentation model, the cost model doesn't have any upsampling layer at the end, in order to allow for faster trainings. We instead downscale the provided click data by a factor of 8.
A.2 Results
The evaluation for all processed experiments performed on the modified FCN8s architecture are reported in Table 1 . 
